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According to Bronwyn Bishop, Malcolm Turnbull has
demonstrated poor leadership by his recent action
regarding his recent request to see the list of those who
have signed the petition for a meeting. Strong words by
someone considered to be the matriarch of the Liberal
Party and long-time politician.
Bronwyn Bishop well known by the media was allegedly forced to resign from her role and finally stepping
down altogether. Whether her attack on Malcolm Turnbull is a personal pay back for the way she was treated
by the Malcolm Turnbull team is for the readers to ascertain. According to the online discussion, Bronwyn
Bishop said that she felt that Malcolm Turnbull's speech was a selfish and cowardly speech that she had
ever heard.
The reason for requesting the list is for vindictive reasons. That he is a master of intimidation. He would go
into Brendon Nelson office to berate him, insult him, swear at him and tell him to resign so that he could his
place as the party leader. He has dragged the party to the socialist left gutter. He attitude to Defence is that
we have sailors not talking about bravery but polishing their nails, where Victoria Cross (winners) are
attacked, an Attorney General advertising Afghanis to testify against our soldiers.
He has taken education back to the days of funding, where it was the Catholics against the rest. He has
ignored the farmers drought and he has failed his own test by giving half a million dollars to a private
organisation of people known to him. (A poor Captains call). For him (Malcolm Turnbull) to stand there and
demand the 43 signatures is disgraceful and there is no precedent and there is no precedent for this
behaviour.
Whether the words of Bronwyn Bishop were designed to destabilise Malcolm Turnbull is for readers to judge.
What is certain is that such attacks are reminiscent of cannibals feasting on the remains of a carcase, being
one of one of their own. The results of today’s Spill outcome has been played out and it will be interesting
to monitor the behaviour of out political representatives. Having said that, I realise that politics can be a dirty
business, but if what Bronwyn Bishop is said to be true then we the mere mortals who look up at Mt Olympus
in Canberra must wonder whether the gods of politics are worth believing in anymore. After all it is the role
of those who represent us to set the example on what is expected by society.
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